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In the present work, we compare the thermodynamic behavior of a finite single
free polymer near an attractive substrate with that of a polymer grafted to that
substrate. After we recently found first-order like signatures in the microcanonical
entropy at the adsorption transition in the free case [2], and knowing that many
studies on the polymer adsorption in the past have been performed for grafted
polymers, the question arises, to what extend and in what way the grafting
changes the natures of the adsorption transition. This question is tackled here
using a coarse-grained off-lattice model and covers not only the adsorption
transition, but all transitions a single polymer near an attractive substrate of
varying strengths undergoes. Due to the impact of grafting especially on the
translational but also on the conformational entropy of desorbed chains, the
adsorption transition is affected the strongest. Our results are obtained by a
combined canonical and microcanonical analysis of Monte Carlo data.

The model of a single flexible linear homopolymer with N monomers that interacts
with an attractive substrate has the energy:

It is once implemented freely moving in a box and once with one end grafted to
the substrate.

: distance to attractive substrate

: strength of surface attraction

: distance between ith and jth monomer

: bonding angle between (k+1)th and
(k+2)th monomer

Differences in the Canonical Approach

The pseudo-phase diagram in the canonical plane for the 40mer. The purple transition regions have a broadness
that reflects the difference of the corresponding peaks of the fluctuations of canonical expectation values. All
transitions are also visible in the microcanonical entropy or its derivatives. Phases with E, G and C denote
phases with increasing order: expanded, globular and compact/crystalline, where the compact phase occurs
with different numbers of layers. The AG phase is divided into a rather flat phase for high surface attraction
strength (AG1) and one with a significantly higher extension perpendicular to the substrate (AG). The main
difference between grafted and free chains occurs at the adsorption transition.

A: adsorbed
D: desorbed

C: compact
G: globular
E: expended

Fluctuation of the tensor component of the radius of
gyration perpendicular to the substrate
grafted (a) and free (b). Adsorption dissappears for grafted
chains below the collapse transition.

Mean number of monomer surface contacts for a grafted
(a) and free (b) 40mer. The adsorbed regime is hardly
affected, while the adsorption/wetting transition is sharper
for free chains.

microcanonical entropy

microcanonical temperature

• related to specific heat:

• values >0 indicate a first-order like phase transition
(g(e) convex)

collapse-transition:

• always continuous
• hardly affected by

grafting
• crossover with

adsorption
transition

• collapse
temperature
decreases with
surface interaction
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adsorption-transition:

• continuous in the limit
of long chains

• free polymer:
• continuous below
collapse-transition

• first-order like
above collapse
transition for short
chains

• grafted polymer:
• below collapse-
transition the
adsorption re-
sembles more
the wetting
transition

• above collapse
transition
always continuous
adsorption

freezing-transition:

• first-order in the limit
of long chains

• hardly affected by
grafting

• continuous transition
for small systems

• below freezing-transi-
tion g(e) strongly
creases

curvature of s(e)

Conclusions

• main differences were found at the adsorption transition:
• restriction of translational entropy above the transition due to grafting is much
stronger than below

• grafting also reduces the necessary rearrangement of segments to form
substrate contacts
 grafted adsorption is always continuous, adsorption of the free chain

sometimes exhibits first-order like signatures
• adsorption below the coil-globule transition temperature

• grafted: wetting transition
• free: always continuous adsorption

• crossover from first-order like to continuous adsorption is in interesting contrast
to the freezing transition


